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KZFR Program Committee 
Minutes of meeting December 15, 2022, via Zoom 
Meeting called to order at 5:15pm 
 
Members present: Rob Jones, Chris Nelson, Ann Steckel, Bob Steinacher, Grant Parks 
GM/Chair 
 
Members absent: Nancy Davis, Marci Ligammari 
 
Correspondence and Public Comments: 

• This was Ann Steckel’s last meeting as a member of the PC. The PC thanked her for 
her service and wished her well. 

• Wendy Ring of the program Cool Solutions emailed inquiring as to whether KZFR 
wanted to carry the program. Grant thanked her and advised that we will let her know if 
Cool Solutions becomes a regularly occurring program on our airwaves. 

• Ginger Nichols received a package in the mail that contained a disturbing homemade 
gift from two regular listeners to her program. Grant informed Bill Nichols (her father) 
and BOD Chair Rob Davidson. Grant also contacted AT&T and had the senders’ phone 
number blocked. Grant also directed Office Manager Shirley McCoy to prevent these 
folks from entering the studio were they to show up at the station. Chris suggested that 
Ginger get a key to the building for easier nighttime entry. Grant committed to getting 
her a key. 

 
ACTIONS TAKEN 

• Chester Courtney Clever’s program proposal for Abba to Zappa was approved 
unanimously. 

 
GM REPORT AND GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Posting of PC Agenda and Minutes on the Homepage. Grant suggested we remove 
the PC agenda and minutes from the homepage, keeping them only on the Agenda and 
Minutes page. The PC agreed. 
 
Terming out of the PC. Grant suggested that if Chris and/or Robert wanted to continue 
to serve on the PC after they term out in February, we could extend their terms to the 
end of the fiscal year, and then, if Chris and/or Robert want to continue for another two-
year term, they could do so at the beginning of the new fiscal year. As to exactly how to 
do this, Grant suggested we send it over to the Document Review Committee, as PC 
members are elected by the BOD. 
 
Unlicensed Music on Public Affairs Programs. Robert reported back on his 
discussions with members of the Pacifica Foundation regarding the use of unlicensed 
music on public affairs programs. His recommendation was that no unlicensed music 
should be used on public affairs programs as the risk to the financial stability of the 
station are too great were legal action to be taken against the station for copyright 
violation. 
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Comments on current programming 

• Recently certified programmer Rebecca Charles will be added into the rotation on All 
Mixed Up (Saturday 5pm – 7:30pm). 

 
Next meeting: Thursday, January 19, 2023, at 5pm, via Zoom 
 
Tasks to be done post-meeting 
Grant 

• Inform Chester Clever that his program application has been approved for Abba to 
Zappa, and inquire about which day of the week he prefers to broadcast his program. 

• Talk with BOD Chair Rob Davidson about PC re-election terms. 

• In January, Grant will notify all programmers about the self-evaluation forms with an 
end-of-March due date. 

• Get Ginger Nichols a key. 
 
Adjourn 6:17pm 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Robert Jones, Secretary 


